
John Muir, My Boyhood and Youth (1913) 

“WHEN I was a boy in Scotland I was fond of everything that was wild, and all my life I've been growing 
fonder and fonder of wild places and wild creatures. Fortunately around my native town of Dunbar, by 
the stormy North Sea, there was no lack of wildness, though most of the land lay in smooth cultivation, 
With red-blooded playmates, wild as myself, I loved to wander in the fields to hear the birds sing, and 
along the seashore to gaze and wonder at the shells and seaweeds, eels and crabs in the pools among 
the rocks when the tide was low; and best of all to watch the waves in awful storms thundering on the 
black headlands and craggy ruins of the old Dunbar Castle when the sea and the sky, the waves and 
the clouds, were mingled together as one. We never thought of playing truant, but after I was five or six 
years old I ran away to the seashore or the fields most every Saturday, and every day in the school 
vacations except Sundays, though solemnly warned that I must play at home in the garden and back 
yard, lest I should learn to think bad thoughts and say bad words. All in vain. In spite of the sure sore 
punishments that followed like shadows, the natural inherited wildness in our blood ran true on its 
glorious course as invincible and unstoppable as stars.”


. . .


“No punishment [from our father Daniel Muir], however sure and severe, was of any avail against the 
attraction of the fields and woods. . . .  Wildness was ever sounding in our ears, and Nature saw to it 
that besides school lessons and church lessons some of her own lessons should be learned, perhaps 
with a view to the time when we should be called to wander in wildness to our heart’s content.  Oh, the 
blessed enchantment of those Saturday runaways in the prime of the spring!  How our young 
wondering eyes reveled in the sunny, breezy glory of the hills and the sky, every particle of us thrilling 
and tingling with the bees and glad birds and glad streams!  Kings may be blessed; we were glorious, 
we were free—school cares and scoldings, heart thrashings and flesh thrashings alike, were forgotten 
in the fullness of Nature’s glad wildness.  These were my first excursions—the beginnings of lifelong 
wanderings.”




. . .


“This sudden plash into pure wildness--baptism in Nature's warm heart--how utterly happy it made us! 
Nature streaming into us, wooingly teaching her wonderful glowing lessons, so unlike the dismal 
grammar ashes and cinders so long thrashed into us. Here without knowing it we still were at school; 
every wild lesson a love lesson, not whipped but charmed into us. Oh, that glorious Wisconsin 
wilderness! Everything new and pure in the very prime of the spring when Nature's pulses were beating 
highest and mysteriously keeping time with our own! Young hearts, young leaves, flowers, animals, the 
winds and the streams and the sparkling lake, all wildly, gladly rejoicing together!”


. . .


“But those first days and weeks of unmixed enjoyment and freedom, reveling in the wonderful wildness 
about us, were soon to be mingled with the hard work of making a farm. I was first put to burning brush 
in clearing land for the plough. Those magnificent brush fires with great white hearts and red flames, 
the first big, wild outdoor fires I had ever seen, were wonderful sights for young eyes. Again and again, 
when they were burning fiercest so that we could hardly approach near enough to throw on another 
branch, father put them to awfully practical use as warning lessons, comparing their heat with that of 
hell, and the branches with bad boys. "Now, John," he would say,--"now, John, just think what an awful 
thing it would be to be thrown into that fire---and then think of hell-fire, that is so many times hotter. 
Into that fire all bad boys, with sinners of every sort who disobey God, will be cast as we are casting 
branches into this brush fire, and although suffering so much, their sufferings will never, never end, 
because neither the fire nor the sinners can die." But those terrible fire lessons quickly faded away in 
the blithe wilderness air; for no fire can be hotter than the heavenly fire of faith and hope that burns in 
every healthy boy's heart.”


. . .




“[Our horse Nob] was the most faithful, intelligent, playful, affectionate, human-like horse I ever knew, 
and she won all our hearts. Of the many advantages of farm life for boys one of the greatest is the 
gaining a real knowledge of animals as fellow-mortals, leaving to respect them and love them, and even 
to win some of their love. Thus godlike sympathy grows and thrives and spreads far beyond the 
teachings of churches and schools, where too often the mean, blinding, loveless doctrine is taught that 
animals have neither mind nor soul, have no rights that we are bound to respect, and were made only 
for man, to be petted, spoiled, slaughtered, or enslaved.”


. . .


“On Sundays, after or before chores and sermons and Bible-lessons, we drifted about on the lake for 
hours, especially in lily time, getting finest lessons and sermons from the water and flowers, ducks, 
fishes, and muskrats. In particular we took Christ's advice and devoutly "considered the lilies"--how 
they grow up in beauty out of gray lime mud, and ride gloriously among the breezy sun-spangles. On 
our way home we gathered grand bouquets of them to be kept fresh all the week. No flower was hailed 
with greater wonder and admiration by the European settlers in general--Scotch, English, and Irish--
than this white water-lily (Nymphoea odorata). It is a magnificent plant, queen of the inland waters, pure 
white, three or four inches in diameter, the most beautiful, sumptuous and deliciously fragrant of all our 
Wisconsin flowers. No lily garden in civilization we had ever seen could compare with our lake garden.”


. . .


“Once I found a poor snipe in our meadow that was unable to fly on account of difficult egg-birth. 
Pitying the poor mother, I picked her up out of the grass and helped her as gently as I could, and as 
soon as the egg was born she flew gladly away. Oftentimes I have thought it strange that one could 
walk through the woods and mountains and plains for years without seeing a single blood-spot. Most 
wild animals get into the world and out of it without being noticed. Nevertheless we at last sadly learn 
that they are all subject to the vicissitudes of fortune like ourselves.”




. . .


“Surely a better time must be drawing nigh when godlike human beings will become truly humane, and 
learn to put their animal fellow mortals in their hearts instead of on their backs or in their dinners. In the 
mean time we may just as well as not learn to live clean, innocent lives instead of slimy, bloody ones. 
All hale, red-blooded boys are savage, the best and boldest the savagest, fond of hunting and fishing. 
But when thoughtless childhood is past, the best rise the highest above all this bloody flesh and sport 
business, the wild foundational animal dying out day by day, as divine uplifting, transfiguring charity 
grows in.”


. . .


“This fine lesson in botany [at the University of Wisconsin] charmed me and sent me flying to the woods 
and meadows in wild enthusiasm.  Like everybody else I was always fond of flowers, attracted by their 
external beauty and purity.  Now my eyes were opened to their inner beauty, all alike revealing glorious 
traces of the thoughts of God, and leading on and on into the infinite cosmos.  I wandered away at 
every opportunity, making long excursions round the lakes, gathering specimens and keeping them 
fresh in a bucket in my room to study at night after my regular class tasks were learned; for my eyes 
never closed on the plant glory I had seen. . . .


I was far from satisfied with what I had learned [in classes], and should have stayed longer.  Anyhow I 
wandered away on a glorious botanical and geological excursion, which has lasted nearly fifty years 
and is not yet completed, always happy and free, poor and rich, without thought of a diploma or of 
making a name, urged on and on through endless, inspiring, Godful beauty.”


. . .




“[From the top of the hill] with streaming eyes I bade my blessed Alma Mater farewell. But I was only 
leaving one University for another, the Wisconsin University for the University of the Wilderness.”



